
FOR THE Warehouse  
ON THE Move

Labeling Solutions from ID Technology



Magnet labels move with your inventory.

Retro Reflective barcode labels and long-range  
scanners, allow scanning from distances up to 30’ away. 

Hanging barcode placards for 
scanning in hard to label areas 
such as bulk locations or aisle 
identification. 

The Labeling, coding and marking specialists

The most valuable aspect of the IDT Advantage is the support. Our specialists stand ready to help you design 
a turn-key identification solution that meets the needs of your warehouse or distribution environment.  
Choose from a wide range of Warehouse Location Labels, and equipment to keep operations at optimal  
performance. ID Technology is one of the largest manufacturers of labels for warehouse identification  
systems. With regional centers all over the US and Canada, we have the local expertise to work with you no 
matter how big or small your operation is. 

We also provide Logmatix® digitally printed variable information labels & tickets, asset labels, license plate 
barcode labels, MIL-STD-130 UID labels, MIL-STD-129 RFID labels and more.

Logmatix® from ID Technology - your partner for variable data printing solutions!

Implementing a well-designed barcode and 
labeling system in warehouse and distribution 
centers is effective in saving costs by increasing 
worker productivity and accuracy.

Identifying exact locations in your warehouse, 
stockroom or distribution center, enables even 
the busiest warehouse to keep up with 
changes and movement. Accurate, 
efficient inventory placement and picking 
allows for better tracking and reduced 
waste/loss. Logmatix® customized 
warehouse location labels are specially 
designed for use with your WMS or 
inventory software.

There are many types of location labels 
available, from small labels to fit on small 
bins, shelf and rack labels to placards that 
hang from overhead. Location labels can 
also be RFID enabled. Keep up with items 
that are frequently changed or relocated 
with our magnetic labels.

ID Technology provides the services to ensure a 
complete, successful system including printing 
services for custom signage, and in-house  
printing hardware and software, label templates, 
blank labels, custom printed license plate labels 
and printing ribbons.

Whether you are in the beginning stages of  
planning the layout of your warehouse or  
you are upgrading your WMS, our  
experienced team can custom design your 
warehouse barcode label system specific to your 
requirements and goals.

To get started contact our specialists at:

logmatix@idtechnology.com 

Organize Your Warehouse 
And Track Your Inventory
Logmatix® Warehouse Location Labels
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Aisle Signs

Totem Boards

Pressure Sensitive Labels


